Modulation of the rubber hand illusion by transcranial direct current stimulation over the contralateral somatosensory cortex.
In the rubber hand illusion (RHI), illusory bodily ownership is induced by synchronous touch of a participant's hidden hand and a visible surrogate. This paradigm allows investigating how the brain resolves conflicting multisensory evidence during perceptual inference. Previous studies suggest that the conflict between visual and proprioceptive information preceding the RHI is solved by attenuation of the somatosensory input. To investigate whether excitability-decreasing transcranial direct current stimulation (cathodal tDCS) over the primary somatosensory cortex may enhance the RHI, thirty healthy subjects underwent RHI without (baseline) and during tDCS. Each subject received cathodal, anodal, and sham stimulation at independent sessions on three separate days. The RHI paradigm was applied at six interval distances between the real and artificial hand. Occurrence of the RHI was evaluated by a questionnaire (illusion score) and the perceived hand misplacement (relative drift). Compared to sham, neither cathodal, nor anodal tDCS induced significant changes of the illusion score. However, cathodal tDCS was associated with significantly higher illusion scores compared to anodal stimulation. The relative drift was comparable between stimulation modes. Our findings point to a differential impact of cathodal vs. anodal tDCS over the somatosensory region on RHI perception. This may indicate that an attenuation - in contrast to an enhancement - of somatosensory precision might pave the way for the integration of an artificial limb into one's body schema.